School District 57 Gale Virtual Reference e-Resource

*** For at home passwords ask your school librarian***

Name: Gale Virtual Reference Library

Grade Level: 9-12

Access Details: Open e-resources (orange button) on the left of the DLC site. Click on Gale Virtual Reference Library button (blue and white about 2/3 down the page on the right).

Login: required if users wish to save their searches or specific information.

Available Tutorials: No. This resource is user friendly and aside from creating a login, requires no specific preparation or training.

Summary of Resource: The Gale Virtual Reference Library provides access to a number of GALE groups resources on topics such as: Arts, Environment, History, Law, Literature, Medicine, Nation and World and Science.

List of Titles - All

- Alternative Energy, 3v, 2007 (9781414405070)
- Ancient Civilizations Reference Library, 3v, 2000 (9781414422855)
- Arts and Humanities Through the Eras, 5v, 2005 (9780787693848)
- Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia, 2nd ed., 17v, 2003 (9780787677503)
- Industrial Revolution Reference Library, 4v, 2003 (9780787693039)
- Major 21st-Century Writers, 5v, 2005 (9780787694012)
- New Dictionary of the History of Ideas, 6v, 2005 (9780684314525)
- Nutrition and Well-Being A to Z, 2v, 2004 (9780028659909)
- UXL Encyclopedia of Drugs and Addictive Substances, 5v, 2006 (9781414406190)

The search function allows users to search all available GALE texts for a term/group of terms. Searches may be refined by choosing a variety of types of documents. Most search returns provide additional links to digital articles or information that has been reviewed for educational use. The site also has a citation maker to allow users to correctly cite sources.